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About This Game
Venture into the realm of a madman to free your beloved from captivity in Brink of Consciousness: Dorian Gray Syndrome
Collector’s Edition, an incredible Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game! As reporter Sam Wilde, you must work quickly to
unravel a bizarre series of disappearances involving young and beautiful people.
Your investigation suddenly becomes personal as the next victim of this psychotic serial killer is Anna, your love! Sam’s every
move is being tracked so he has to be extra careful. Putting his journalistic talents to the test, Sam must find the maniac who has
kidnapped Anna, and stop him before it’s too late. Travel to Goldvale Manor and scour every nook and cranny of the grand
mansion for clues that might lead you to her rescue. Use your instincts and intellect to solve devious puzzles, avoid traps and
defy the lunatic's treacherous scheme.
Will you ever escape his clutches?

The Collector’s Edition includes:
Gorgeous locations and highly detailed hidden object scenes
Bonus gameplay
Interview with the developers
Concept art
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Title: Brink of Consciousness: Dorian Gray Syndrome Collector's Edition
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
MagicIndie
Publisher:
Plug In Digital
Release Date: 1 Jul, 2012
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English,French,German,Czech,Dutch,Japanese,Russian,Polish
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The game is really fun to play so I don't understand all the hate I'm seeing in the reviews. I played it using a PS4 controller in
expert mode and encountered no problems all through the campaigns. For me, the game made me feel like a badass ace pilot
when I down multiple targets in succession. I especially like it when they talk about how ace your character is in the background.
All in all, it's a really fun game and I would recommend anyone to try it.. It's just so cool! I love it.
It's simple and addictive :) Can't stop playing.
On the beggining it's pretty easy, but after a few levels you need to really think for a while before you can pass.
Challenging and funny!. Blood Angels are Red,
World Eaters are too.
I am Alpharius,
And now you can be too.. Alright! This is what I want to see. Old school games with current graphics! Shoot em up arcade
action in the very same way as R-Type, Gradius, Darius or Soldner X. Fans of these games should love this like I do. Great
soundtrack too.. Stuck on a bugged mission, can't open the console to skip past it. I loved this game as a child but this has ruined
all the fun and I can't complete the game now.. a real shame since i wanted to love this game so much. and i really did so after
the closed beta session.
but it is sadly lacking in so many regards...
but first the good:
the atmosphere is palpable and the setting rather fresh. the sound is mostly real good with a few little annoyances when it comes
to surround sound tracking.
but the visuals are where the game shines. desolate norway is gladly not another run-down chernobylesque east european ruinscape but covered in quite beautifully lush vegetation, presented in nice colors and all the lanscapes are gorgeously rendered by
their nice engine.
the map is huge (maybe even too much so?) and i honestly like the fact, that ammo is rather rare and you can't go in balls-to-thewall. that is how it has to be in a game like this...
over to the bad:
supposedly you can solo it, but it is a hot mess trying to survive on your own. with random people it of course is hit and miss and
they can screw up your game progress. and too few people play (anymore) - even fewer of my friends since this is so niche.
stealth is quite possibly the safest option, but rarely works because the AI hears so incredibly well... and of course most weapons
are everything but stealthy. even with a silencer it is hard. and once you go loud you draw in a lot of trouble.
the fights themselves are vicious. the machines can take quite a beating or require well placed hits to certain areas. but since
they move so quickly that is easier said than done. and aiming down a scope lowers the aim speed by such an annoying rate, it's
not even funny anymore.
the worst thing -and the reason why i will not return any time soon- is that safe-houses are anything BUT safe. each time you
come back to the game the enemies you cleared out "unlocking" said safe-house respawn (sometimes right in front or behind
you). so back to square one! and with so little ammo, well, you are screwed. the whole game evolves around uncovering the map
(and secrets of the world), unlocking new safe-houses that you can spawn in when you die. so you will end up clearing the spawnarea to go and clear the next one so you can clear it again once you restart the game.
i dunno, i guess for me it just is too little payoff to be so tedious.
tl;dr:
+ amazing visuals and atmosphere in a huge world set in a rather fresh setting
- the machines are fast, bullets are rare and bandages are slow... a tough combo.
> deathsentence: safe houses are NOT safe. Where do I begin? There are an amazing amount of poor design decisions in this
title:
1.The melee weapons are FAR overpowered, you can beat the entire game with the knife.
2. The weapons have a durability meter that is pointless, the game is too short; you'd never break a weapon even if you went out
of your way to kill every enemy in the game with one.
3. The game gives too much ammo and supplies, you never feel in danger of running out; towards the end I started
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having to unload the ak-47 into enemies just to save space for other types of ammo.
4.Some of the weapon inventory icons do not represent the in-game items\/weapons.
5.Zombies are very slow so you can run through the entire level pacifist style if you wanted.
6.The game just ends by kicking you to the title screen, At first I thought it was a bug or something so I reloaded and beat the
game twice just to be sure.
7. Some assets don't have a Physical forms in-game (you can walk through set-dressing objects like buses and cars)
8. Some assents DO have physical forms that MAKE NO SENSE!! You can't shoot through bushes or glass...
9. Enemies don't do enough damage.
10. You can stun lock with your knife so the zombies don't stand a chance.
11. Nonsensical invisible walls.
12.Its mostly an asset flip. There is nothing wrong with buying assets tp import into your games; but the game isn't aesthetically
pleasing when you notice the midevil underworld minon zombies stambering next to the office temp worker zombies.
Do mind that this title ISN'T in early access; This is it. THATS ALL SHE WROTE! For $ 1.09 CAD I could have gotten a
snickers bar... So the question is did I enjoy this game more then I would have say a crunchy chocolate waver bar~?
No. I'm going to get a refund. -Which is unfortunate, but I insist the the developer of this game NEVER GIVE UP! You've
gotten the base of creating a game; not pour your effort into your next project! Take what you've learned from making
Inventiuon 2 and make sure that your next game is properly balanced and created.. Reaper add a LOT of nice cards above the
base game. It also adds 4 new characters, at least two of which are very powerful. If I were buying only 1 DLC I'd recommend
this one.
The reaper himself adds a "new" element to those that are familiar with the boardgame ... I was hesitant towards him at first,
but I usually play with him active... he CAN however, be shut off if you dislike him, while still allowing all the great new cards,
spells, characters.
*Edit* it was pointed out below I have zero hours in game... I have no idea why it shows zero hours on my game... maybe
because this is just DLC? Trust me, I have a couple hundred hours in game and am ranked in the top 100 as of 1\/29\/15 at
least.*. Ahh, what a classic! N2O is a game that takes space invaders, and puts it on a three dimensional acid trip, where you
shoot bugs and jam out to some fantastic music. N2O was originally released on PS1 and got rereleased to PC by Console
classics, who will be releasing 32 more PS1 games over to Steam. The game is fun, It's soundtrack is literally the album Vegas
by The Crystal Method. Now as a game, I would recommend it in a heartbeat (I still have a hard copy of this game from back in
the day). The port is nice too, but my only real complaint about it, is that Steam Overlay doesn't appear in fullscreen. So if you
want to see your achievments, you're going to have to play in windowed, until they update it for the overlay to work (if they
decide to update it).
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Finally!!!
I managed to finsih the game with 89 saves
it was creepy and the the puzzeles took my mind
amazing work dear
advice to who playes this game
make sure to save before acting anything or you will regret XD
overall, it was very intresting and I like it
it gives the feeling and the excitment to continue and to know what will happen next
I like the graphics alot, totaly amazing
the game, oh God I don't know what to say
it is a challenge and I managed to survive
keep the good work and hope to see and play great game similar to this in future
all the best dear. Great game, to me it is in the middle of diablo and PoE. Amazing crafting system and lots of potential.. I
downloaded the add on but do not see it in my library. Help is difficult. Looking for a solution.... I am not a music person so I
was worried the Nashville setting might not work. It does <3. Simple game, but well made. The weapons are well implemented
standards, and the racing has more to it than just get the weapons, stay ahead. Each racer has it's own stats, affecting top speed,
acceleration, durability, and most interestingly, turning. It makes for an interesting set up, and execution. The best part is that
the randomness of the other racers keeps the matches from becoming predictable. Simple, but entertaining, overall.. Another
masterpiece from Choice of Games, Claudia Sterling's attention to visual and atmospheric detail brings to life a dark noir New
Orleans, in NOLA is Burning. Sink or swim with the fishes while you navigate the seedy underbelly of timeless NOLA as a
down-on-your-luck transplant.. One of the best war strategy games that has a great deal of focus on realism over the otehr
arcadey stuff. Tough to get into. I myself played it and abandoned it lots of times (been playing a non steam version for the past
3 years). Howver, the developers dont really support the old games when the new AGEOD titles come out. Thus, dont expect
paradox\/taleworlds kind of mod support or dev support. This is the only dissapointement. THe developers actually make no
attempts to make it more enjoyable for th community. They probably believe that people who're hooked into strategy
wargaming to this level of realism (I havent found anything more "real" till date) have no option but to eat out of their hands..
This will 100% help you prepare for your theory exam. I passed mine on 05\/12\/16, only missed out on one mark on the
multiple choice questions giving me a score of 49\/50. I would highly recommend you use this if you're looking for something to
practice with. About 80% of the questions on the actual exam had been in my practice tests on this.
I used a different piece of software for the Hazard Perception practice.. Wasn't entirely sure what to expect from the game. Was
kind of hoping for something with tron style disc throwing... This is not that but it's still interesting.
The disc is basicaly a generic physics object so it's like throwing a lofty brick, not a frisby. It can be quite difficult to aim your
throw with it as well due to expectation on how it should behave but I suspect it's something you'll overcome with practice. It's
in early access at time of writing so the mechanics might change as well, possibly improved. The system is workable at the
moment regardless.
What makes it interesting is the ability to call it back to the hand of your choice and getting a score multiplier for hitting
enemies that you had previously missed from behind as it returns to your hand. This makes it more dynamic and makes missing
a bit less frustraiting as you might have a second shot at taking out the enemy for an even higher reward.
While held it acts as a shield and allows you to reflect enemies shots back at them. It was a really nice design choice to make a
hud on the shield that it gives you targeting reticle with which to aim shots back. I think this could be expanded in later
developement to show player health on the shield and more importantly a radar like feature that shows where enemies are
realitive to the direction you are facing so you know when they are charging up for a shot behind you.
Basically the game is space pirate trainer with throwable weapon instead of guns. The difference is it is much more reasonably
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priced for a wave based game and thus gets my recommendation on bang for buck value.
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